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as part of an international police force sent to prevent intimida-
tion or disturbance. They remained there for three months
and were withdrawn when the area finally reverted to Germany,
in accordance with the result of the voting.
There is no need for more than a mention here of the many
occasions between the years 1919 and 1926, when industrial
strife was a fairly frequent occurrence throughout the country,
and troops were called on to proceed to various areas to stand
by, and if necessary to act, in aid of the civil power. Happily,
not even in the great general strike of 1926, the failure of which
more or less marked the end of this period of widespread indus-
trial unrest, was it ever necessary for them to use their weapons
against their fellow countrymen.
Such is a brief outline of the activities of the Army during
the two decades following the end of the Great War. It only
remains to trace its own history and development during this
period.
IV. remodelling the new army
As was only to be expected, the period immediately following
on the end of the Great War was one of peacie and military
retrenchment, though not of reform.   The voluntary army was
reconstituted, but its main role would be, it was thought, more in
the nature of police work than of warlike action; another campaign
of any but a minor sort against a second-class enemy was held
to be unlikely for at least ten years, and probably considerably
more.   Therefore, the army was restored as far as possible to
its pre-war basis, though not to its pre-war size ; one complete
division out of the six which we had maintained in 1914 ceased
to exist, by reason of the disbandment of the southern Irish
regiments and of the third and fourth battalions of certain
others; the artillery and the cavalry was proportionately cut
down and there was a severe reduction in the number of officers.
The Royal Tank Corps (which had now become a permanent
part of the Army) was reduced to five battalions only, and it
was not for some years after the armistice that it was rearmed
with new types of fighting vehicles suitable for mobile warfare.
Tentative steps were also, taken towards making the older
units more mobile;   mechanical was substituted for horse
traction in part of the artillery ; all the rear supply and transport
services were motorised, as well as the unit vehicles of certain
selected battalions and all the cavalry regiments, two of these
latter being at the same time converted into armoured car units.
Wireless was widely adopted for intercommunication purposes,
and a series of experiments in the organisation of the higher
formations resulted in a succession of sweeping but usually

